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1. Introduction

The amyloidoses comprise a spectrum of diseases caused by the systemic or localised deposition of characteristic fibrillar material, termed amyloid fibrils [1]. These deposits can be found in various organs and tissues throughout the body [1]. Each amyloidosis is classified according to the chemical nature of the protein that forms the initial amyloid fibril deposit (Table 1). Amyloid fibrils are ubiquitous structures that are rich in cross β-sheets and typically have a fibrillar morphology, which can vary in length and diameter [1]. Amyloid fibrils are detected in vitro and in vivo using specific-binding molecules, namely Congo Red [1], thiophene derivatives [2] and Thioflavin-S and T [1]. The most common amyloidoses are Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease and type 2 diabetes, in which amyloid fibrils are found deposited in the central nervous system and in beta cells from the pancreas, respectively [1]. This chapter will cover the transthyretin (TTR)-related amyloidoses, a group of diseases that roughly affects approximately 8,000-10,000 people worldwide [3]. These amyloidoses are caused by the aggregation of TTR, an amyloidogenic protein that can give rise to amyloid fibrils [4].

Transthyretin (TTR) was first discovered in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in 1942 [5, 6] and then sequenced in 1984 [7], receiving the name prealbumin because of its electrophoretic migration pattern compared to albumin. Afterwards, aiming to better describe its functionality, its name was changed to transthyretin- the transporter of thyroxine (T4) and retinol [5]. TTR transports retinol through binding to retinol-binding protein (RBP) and T4 due to the formation of a hydrophobic channel, which exists only when TTR is tetrameric (Figure 1). Al-
though its function may vary, TTR is highly conserved from humans to bacteria [8]. TTR is a 55 kDa homotetrameric protein predominantly synthesised by the liver and choroid plexus, which is located in the brain. Although TTR is known primarily as a transporter, emerging evidence has demonstrated that TTR can also act as a protease [9] and a neuroprotective molecule [10].

Table 1. Amyloidogenic proteins and tissues affected in human amyloidoses. Adapted from Hamilton and Benson, 2001.
The crystallographic structure of human TTR, which was solved in 1971 [11], revealed that each TTR monomer is composed of 127 amino acid residues, forming 8 β-strands named from A-H, which are arranged in a β-sandwich of two four-stranded β-sheets and one small α-helix found between β-strands E and F [11, 12]. TTR monomers interact via hydrogen bonds between the antiparallel, adjacent β-strands H-H’ and F-F’ to form a dimeric species. The two dimers (A-B and C-D) predominantly form the tetramer through hydrophobic contacts between the residues of the A-B and G-H loops. The tetramer forms a central hydrophobic pocket (T4 channel) with two binding sites for hormones [11, 12]. Each TTR monomer contains one cysteine residue at position 10 and two tryptophan residues at positions 41 and 79, which can be used as a tool for monitoring TTR unfolding [13]. Many groups have studied the structure of TTR and its aggregation process to understand the triggering factors that favour TTR aggregation, which occurs in a non-nucleated manner that is known as a downhill polymerisation reaction because tetramer dissociation into monomers is the rate-limiting step of the aggregation reaction [14]. Based on this model, many studies have focused on developing effective and selective TTR ligands that can prevent TTR dissociation and aggregation [15].

Figure 1. X-ray structure of Transthyretin. TTR is a homotetrameric protein composed of four monomers of 127 amino acids. Structurally, in its native state, TTR contains eight stands (A-H) and a small α-helix. The contacts between the dimers form two hydrophobic pockets where T4 binds (T4 channel). As shown in red, each monomer contains one small α-helix and eight β-strands (CBEF and DAGH). Adapted from a model; PDB code 1DVQ.
Thus, in the present review, we aim to appraise the literature related to TTR aggregation and focus on the contribution of the thermodynamics and structural aspects related to tetramer dissociation and monomer unfolding, which appears to be the basis for TTR amyloid formation.

2. TTR-related amyloidoses

The TTR gene, which is located on chromosome 18 at position 12.1 [16], presents many polymorphisms, except for one deletion, leading to over 80 amino acid substitutions in the TTR polypeptide sequence [16]. Many TTR variants, such as V30M and L55P, are associated with familial amyloidotic polyneuropathy (FAP), a lethal autosomal dominant disorder in which mutant forms of TTR aggregate to form amyloid fibrils that deposit in tissues, especially the peripheral nervous system (PNS). These amyloid deposits are predominantly composed of intact or fragmented TTR in the form of fibrillar species that progressively accumulate [16, 17]. The initial symptom is typically a sensory peripheral neuropathy in the lower limbs, with pain and severely affected temperature sensation and later followed by motor impairments [17]. Most patients with FAP have early and severe impairment of the autonomic nervous system, commonly manifested by dyshidrosis, sexual impotence, alternating diarrhoea and constipation, orthostatic hypotension, and urinary incontinence [17-19]. The disease onset typically depends on the mutation and the ethnic background of each patient and begins at approximately the third or fourth decade of life, although there are many cases in which the disease onset occurs later in life [17-19]. Not all TTR variant gene carriers develop FAP, indicating that other factors must be involved in the development of clinical symptoms [19].

Not only are most TTR mutants prone to aggregation, wild-type TTR (wt-TTR) possesses an inherent, although low, potential to undergo aggregation and form amyloid fibrils (predominantly in the heart). Hence, it is estimated that approximately 25% of the world population over 80 years old presents some cardiac amyloid deposits composed of wt-TTR [20]. This form of TTR amyloidosis is known as senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA). SSA patients typically present with congestive heart failure and arrhythmia [20, 21]. Recently, it was demonstrated that wt-TTR can aggregate in many tendons and ligaments in aged individuals [22]. Interestingly, among all patients who exhibit SSA symptoms, the male gender predominates, suggesting that gender is a significant disease modifier [20, 22].

Some mutations of TTR, such as V122I, have also been associated with cardiac amyloidosis and are frequently found among African descendants, even though the age of onset varies significantly among patients [23]. This form of TTR-related amyloidosis is termed familial amyloid cardiomyopathy (FAC). FAC symptoms comprise an increase in ventricular wall thickness and an increase in parietal stiffness, which leads to a precipitous increase in ventricular pressure [23, 24].

Although rare, another form of TTR amyloidosis has been described as predominantly affecting the central nervous system and is, therefore, known as central nervous system amy-
loidosis (CNSA) or oculoleptomeningeal amyloidosis (OA) [25]. Approximately 13 different mutations, such as D18G and A25T, have been associated with the development of CNSA in humans [25, 26]. This form of amyloidosis is believed to occur due to the high instability of TTR mutants, leading to protein degradation by the endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation (ERAD) pathway in hepatocytes and preferential secretion by the choroid plexus epithelium [27]. This preferential secretion by the choroid plexus is believed to be caused by a higher concentration of T4, which when bound to TTR stabilises the tetramer and favours its secretion by choroid plexus cells [27]. The age of onset is approximately the fourth to fifth decade of life, and amyloid accumulation typically occurs in brain vessels and leptomeninges, predominantly leading to subarachnoid bleeding [25]. Some affected individuals may also develop hydrocephalus with increased CSF pressure and relatively high CSF protein levels [25]. Leptomeningeal involvement can extend down to the spinal cord, leading to symptoms related to spinal cord or spinal nerve compression [25]. Most patients have little, if any, systemic amyloid deposition. In addition to CNS deposits, TTR amyloid fibrils can also accumulate in the eye vitreous humour, leading to blindness [25].

3. Therapies for TTR-related amyloidoses: When and where to inhibit aggregation?

The treatment for TTR-related amyloidoses varies according to the symptoms presented by the patient (cardiac, autonomic or central). Currently, FAP is the only form of TTR-related amyloidoses that has a treatment, which is orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) [28]. Although a treatment exists, some patients have displayed disease progression after OLT, which has been shown to be due to continued amyloid formation from wt-TTR and is especially true in patients with active FAC symptoms [28, 29]. In addition, after OLT, some patients develop CNSA symptoms [30, 31] due to the production of mutant TTR by the choroid plexus. Another problem related to OLT therapy is that this procedure is also known as “domino liver transplantation”, in which the liver of the FAP patient is transplanted into a non-FAP patient. However, the non-FAP liver receptors develop FAP symptoms in less than 5 years and not later in life as expected [32]. These phenomena suggest that OLT therapy is possible but that it is not a fully effective and safe procedure. In addition, for FAC or SSA patients, heart transplantations have only been performed successfully worldwide in a few patients presenting cardiac amyloidosis [33]. In summary, these clinical data emphasise the importance of developing new therapies for TTR-related amyloidosis.

4. TTR-stabilisers: A new and powerful approach to stop TTR aggregation

TTR can bind a variety of molecules, from small hydrophobic compounds to large glycosaminoglycans, with great flexibility [15]. As mentioned before, TTR is composed of four iden-
tical monomeric subunits that assemble around a central channel; therefore, the tetramer possesses a molecular symmetry with two hormone-binding sites per tetramer (T4 channel). Under physiological conditions, only one of the hormone-binding sites of the T4 channel is occupied by T4 [34]. However, hormone binding is governed by a phenomenon termed negative cooperativity, in which the binding of T4 to the second binding site reduces the hormone-binding affinity of the first hormone-binding site [15, 34]. The fact that TTR is not the only T4 transporter in the human body [34] and that unbound T4 concentrations in blood are very low (less than 0.1 μM, 34) agree with the fact that most TTR in vivo does not have T4 bound to its two binding sites. This information has made it possible to design a novel therapy using small molecules that bind to the T4 channel with high affinity and reduce TTR aggregation.

Miroy et al. have shown that the binding of T4 itself stabilises the TTR tetramer and consequently inhibits amyloid formation [35]. Since then, many pharmacological agents and natural products, such as plant flavonoids, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and inotropic bipyridines, have been tested, and these agents have been demonstrated to be strong competitors for T4 binding to TTR and even possess higher binding affinities than T4 [15, 36, 37]. Interestingly, many of these small molecules share structural similarities with T4, typically presenting one or more aromatic rings. X-ray crystallographic studies have demonstrated that these compounds bind to the TTR hydrophobic channel, similarly to T4, due to the hydrophobic properties of the compounds [15, 36]. As observed for T4 and even RBP, as mentioned above, the binding of NSAIDs to TTR is typically negatively cooperative. However, depending on the ligand, this cooperativity may change. The currently tested NSAIDs include diclofenac, diflunisal and flufenamic acid [15, 36-39]. Interestingly, the first two compounds are currently approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of other pathological conditions. Structural data for TTR complexed with flufenamic acid and diflunisal demonstrate that these compounds mediate hydrophobic and hydrogen bond interactions between the subunits, which stabilise tetrameric TTR [36, 38, 39]. The detailed comparisons of several structures of apo TTR (native TTR) and TTR complexes with small molecules provide insights into the mechanism of ligand-induced conformational changes on ligand binding [40, 41]. Although promising, the chronic use of NSAIDS has been correlated with dyspepsia symptoms, small intestine bleeding and ulcers [42].

Natural polyphenols (curcumin and epigallocatechin gallate) and flavonoids (quercetin and chrisin) have also been successful in inhibiting wt- and V30M TTR aggregation under acidic conditions [43, 44]. Genistein, an isoflavone compound, is also able to inhibit TTR fibril formation by stabilising the native tetramer [45]. Interestingly, both flavonoids and genistein interact with Lys15, Ser117 and Thr119, enhancing tetramer stability [44, 45] and implicating these amino acids in preventing TTR aggregation. In addition, a TTR point mutation (Thr119Met) has been demonstrated to be highly stable to denaturising agents [46], corroborating the idea that the amino acids around the hormone-binding sites aide in tetramer stabilisation.
Recently, a new TTR-stabilising drug, Tafamidis, was approved for use in Europe. This class of compounds functions by preventing the formation of amyloid fibrils, retaining the native tetrameric state of TTR [15, 47, 48]. This mode of action is possible because the most accepted theory regarding amyloid fibril formation is that TTR tetramers need to dissociate to a partially folded monomer, which then rapidly self-assembles to give rise to soluble oligomer intermediates before reaching the amyloid state [12].

There are many studies introducing the use of TTR-stabilising drugs or antisense oligonucleotides (ASO) as new, more effective therapies against TTR amyloidosis. There is currently an on-going trial to test the efficacy of using ASO specifically to target TTR in FAP patients and its safety in healthy subjects [ISIS pharmaceuticals, ISI-TTR rx 49]. The rationale behind ASO therapy and other small interfering RNA (siRNA) therapies [49-51] is that these oligonucleotides interfere with TTR production in the liver and choroid plexus, inhibiting its production and, therefore, its deposition as amyloid fibrils [49, 50, 52]. Data have shown that RNA interference techniques have been successful; however, this technique may still be unsuccessful for dealing with old, existing amyloid deposits.

As mentioned above, the use of various compounds as TTR-stabilisers relies on the hypothesis that TTR needs to dissociate to form fibrils (Figure 2). Although there is evidence supporting this hypothesis, our group has shown that a cycle of compression-decompression using high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) is able to produce an altered wt-TTR species (T4*) that remains tetrameric and that undergoes aggregation under mild acidic conditions (pH 5-5.6), where untreated wt-TTR remains soluble [53] (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Transthyretin (TTR) amyloid cascade. TTR maintains a tetramer to monomer dissociation rate, normally forming folded monomers. These monomers can partially unfold due to point mutations, acidic conditions, metals, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), anionic lipids, high hydrostatic pressure (HHP) and posttranslational modifications. This unfolded monomer is prone to aggregation, forming prefibrillar species such as oligomers and, consequently, mature amyloid fibrils. In addition, the alternatively folded tetramers formed during a compression-decompression cycle of HHP can aggregate either directly or after dissociating into monomers.
An alternative way to approach this problem is to design drugs that disrupt existing amyloid fibrils. To this end, another class of molecules known as tetracyclines, such as doxycycline, is able to interfere with TTR fibrillogenesis in vitro [54], disrupting TTR fibrils. Interestingly, these molecules do not act as inhibitors of TTR fibril formation; however, these molecules disrupt fibrils [54]. The in vitro use of doxycycline in a murine FAP model exhibits beneficial effects [54], suggesting that this alternative approach may be as effective as the use of TTR stabilisers. However, it is unclear whether the products of fibril breakdown are toxic. The anthracycline compound described by Palha et al., which is known as 4'-deoxi-4'-iododoxorubicina (IDOX) and which has been used in the treatment of patients diagnosed with monoclonal immunoglobulin light chain (AL) amyloidosis [55], is able to efficiently disrupt TTR amyloid fibrils into amorphous aggregates [56]. Although IDOX displayed promising effects, it was later demonstrated that IDOX is cardiotoxic and is not indicated for use for that reason [57]. However, this new class of compounds has provided a new way of understanding TTR pathogenesis and helped to design new and clinically safer fibril-disrupting drugs.

5. Why TTR aggregates?

Although restricted to a single amino acid substitution, TTR mutations may significantly alter the kinetics of TTR aggregation [27]. In trying to understand which features of TTR mutants are responsible for its altered amyloidogenicity, a large amount of crystallographic data has been collected by different groups worldwide. Unfortunately, the conclusion reached was that there was no significant deviation in TTR structure. The only exception to this conclusion was that there were significant deviations for the positions at which the amino acid substitutions took place [58]. However, these single deviations were not significant enough to account for the variability in TTR mutation aggressiveness. Although TTR mutations do not significantly alter the tetrameric structure compared to wt-TTR [58], a single amino acid substitution is enough to alter the thermodynamic stability and rate of dissociation of the tetramer [27]. Many in vitro studies using chaotrophic agents such as urea or guanidine chloride and HHP have revealed that thermodynamic stability and the rate of tetramer dissociation links certain TTR mutations to variant amyloidogenicity. In one study, Sekijima et al. conducted a global energetic analysis of 23 disease-associated TTR mutants, observing that the rate of tetramer dissociation and the thermodynamic stability in increasing concentrations of urea predicted the aggressiveness of the mutants [27]. Our group has collected supporting data concerning the latter hypothesis that the amyloidogenic mutants A25T and L55P, which exhibit an aggressive phenotype, have lower thermodynamic stabilities than wt-TTR [59, 60]. In addition, we have demonstrated that other amyloidogenic mutants with exacerbated profiles of aggregation and with high tetramer dissociation rates, when HHP is applied, are typically associated with the development of clinically severe FAP [60]. These studies have been corroborated by Hammarstrom et al. [46], who observed that one particular TTR mutation, T119M, which is clinically associated with a phenomenon known as trans-suppression, dissociated at a 40-fold slower rate than wt-TTR. These dissoc-
ation rates allow this mutant to be significantly more stable than any of the other described mutants and highly resistant to high urea concentrations for long periods of time [27, 46]. Indeed, this mutation clinically induces trans-suppression, a phenomenon where a patient bearing the V30M mutation, an amyloidogenic variant associated with FAP, along with the T119M mutation does not develop amyloid deposits and, therefore, has no FAP symptoms [46]. In fact, it was later demonstrated that the TTR tetramers that circulated in this patient’s bloodstream were hybrids composed of T119M and V30M monomers [46]. These hybrid tetramers gained the characteristic stability of T119M, which overcame the characteristic instability of V30M, and these properties allowed the hybrid tetramers to remain intact and prevent the formation of amyloid fibrils [46].

In addition, the X-ray crystallographic data for the V30M variant, which is also involved in FAP, revealed a perturbation of the β-sheets, which led to a distortion of the T4-binding channel that weakens the hormone interactions [61]. The X-ray structure of another highly amyloidogenic mutant, known as L55P, revealed a disruption of the hydrogen bonds between strands D and A, which produces different interface contacts and, in contrast to what has been mentioned previously, results in eight monomers that have different packing arrangements than that described for wt-TTR [62]. In addition, the highly amyloidogenic, yet engineered, triple mutant G53S/E54D/L55S reveals a new conformation with a novel β-slip conformation, which results in the shift of three residues in strand D and places Leu58 at the position occupied by Leu55. This new conformation impacts the binding interactions with retinol-binding protein [63]. Together, these data lead us to believe that mutations that influence the unfolding of monomers create species that are prone to aggregation. The contribution of the inserted amino acid does not alter the overall structure of the protein but may be capable of interfering with the aggressiveness of the disease, of impacting tetramer stability and dissociation rates and of directing the aggregate to specific tissues such as the peripheral nerves, heart, and meninges.

Although these structural alterations may predict TTR amyloidogenicity, some studies have also shown that because of the presence of cysteine residues (4 per tetramer), TTR is more prone to be posttranslationally modified, such as by S-thiolation and S-sulphonation [64, 65], which have been shown to affect TTR amyloidogenicity. In addition, only 5-15% of circulating TTR is free of posttranslational modifications [66]. One study has also shown that the interaction of TTR with anionic lipids and cholesterol might accelerate the aggregation process [67].

TTR aggregation, especially in vivo, does not occur without additional proteins. In fact, in addition to the factors mentioned above, there are many other factors involved in TTR aggregation. The TTR amyloid fibrils from FAP patient deposits and nearly all amyloid fibrils in vivo are found to be co-aggregated with many other molecules such as serum amyloid P (SAP), heparan sulphate, and metalloproteinases, which makes it even more difficult to analyse which one of these molecules actually contributes to TTR aggregation and clearance in vivo and in vitro [1, 68-70]. Among the various molecules that co-aggregate with TTR, glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are able to accelerate the aggregation of TTR in vitro, and this phenomenon is dependent on the degree of GAG sulphation [69]. Because the GAG composition and concentrations vary among different tissues, this fact might partly explain
the specificity of these aggregates for certain tissues [69]. Murakami et al. has described the effect of augmented levels of SAP in the deposition of TTR fibrils in the tissue of TTR transgenic mice [70]. Although SAP was found to be associated with TTR deposits, their findings suggest that SAP does not affect the severity or onset of TTR deposition into the gastrointestinal tract of mice [70]. Our group has recently shown that the TTR fibrils formed from a CNSA-related mutant, A25T, are able to sequester a diversity of molecules from human CSF during aggregation [59]. Many of these molecules are associated with inflammation and coagulation, suggesting that in vivo these pathways may also contribute to TTR-related amyloidosis. Indeed, in many of the amyloidotic tissues from FAP patients, an upregulation of inflammation-associated molecules such as inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS), IL-1β and TNF-α [68] has been found. Interestingly, a report by Saito et al. showed that nitric oxide (NO) has an important role in TTR amyloid formation because of the S-nitrosylation of cysteine 10 of TTR monomers [71].

TTR aggregation can also be triggered by mild acidification (pH 5.0–4.0) [73], cold storage [74] and the presence of metals such as Zn$^{2+}$ [72, 75]. Using X-ray crystallography, Palanathan et al. observed that acidic conditions increase the probability that the EF helix-loop of the B monomer of TTR changes its conformation, leading to destabilisation of the TTR tetramer and favouring TTR aggregation [73]. In addition, upon further acidification (< pH 3.9), TTR monomers can adopt a different conformation that may not be in the classic folding pathway of TTR but is able to aggregate without reaching the amyloid fibril [73]. Olofsson et al. have shown that prior to aggregation, the first step in TTR destabilisation occurs in the C-D β-strands, which dislocate when exposed to acidic conditions [76]. More data have shown that not only are the C-D β-strands more susceptible to destabilisation but also the entire β-sheet sandwich CBEB actually dislocates upon acidification [77], suggesting that this region of TTR may be responsible, in part, for the first structural changes preceding TTR dissociation. Recently, Bateman et al. demonstrated that wt-TTR fibril cores were predominantly composed of the C-terminal region and described a different pathway of aggregation that may not require loosening of the above-mentioned TTR regions [78]. Interestingly, the majority of amyloidogenic mutations, which are associated with FAP, FAC or OA, are found within the β-strands of the CBEB β-sheet sandwich [77]. Other groups also believe that acidic conditions may make an important contribution to TTR aggregation both in vitro and in vivo, in which the amyloid process may take place inside endosomes and lysosomes [79, 80].

Previous data have shown that high concentrations of metals, such as Zn$^{2+}$ and Cu$^{2+}$, can induce TTR amyloid formation in vitro [81]. Additionally, chelating agents, such as EDTA or EGTA, are able to disrupt amyloid fibrils, suggesting that metals affect the stability of TTR fibrils [81]. Interestingly, Zn$^{2+}$ was also found in ex vivo ocular amyloid deposits from FAP patients, indicating the possible role of metals in the pathogenesis of FAP [82]. Our group has shown that increasing concentrations of Zn$^{2+}$ are able to perturb, predominantly under acidic conditions, the loop EF helix loop, a region involved in RBP binding [75]. This region has recently been implicated in this phenomenon by two other groups, as the X-ray structures of wt-TTR and two variants, I84A and I84S, demonstrated a structural perturbation in the EF helix loop under acidic conditions [83].
6. Conclusion

Although many studies have attempted to infer the conditions that affect TTR stability and amyloidogenicity, why the disease penetrance, pathology and clinical course are so different between mutations is still not completely understood. Herein, we present some of the data obtained by different groups that provides evidence on TTR stability and amyloidogenicity. Many groups have collected data on TTR stability by studying the structure of TTR and designing TTR-binding compounds. However, as further questions have been raised about TTR stability, more evidence has demonstrated that most of the answers with regard to TTR stability lie within its thermodynamic properties and rate of tetramer dissociation.
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